
NEW DELHI: An octogenarian man burned him-
self to death in southern India in protest at what he
called New Delhi’s attempts to impose nationwide
usage of Hindi, a language mostly spoken in the
north, police said Sunday. Language is an emotive
issue in India where hundreds of languages and
dialects are spoken, but English serves as the main
official medium while state governments use region-
al languages. According to the most recent census
in 2011, fewer than half of Indian citizens speak
Hindi - just under 44 percent.

But last month a group of parliamentarians
headed by the powerful interior minister Amit Shah
reportedly recommended making Hindi the national
official language, including for technical education
such as medicine and engineering. Hindu nationalist
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has spoken of a

“slave mentality” around the use of English, and
promoted the use of Indian languages. But oppo-
nents accuse his government of attempting to
impose Hindi, causing particular anger in the south.

Most southern Indian languages are Dravidian, a
completely different language family to the Indo-
European group which includes Hindi. MV
Thangavel, 85, a farmer in the southern state of
Tamil Nadu, doused himself in petrol and kerosene
and set himself alight, police said. He was holding a
Tamil-language placard reading: “Modi government
stop imposing Hindi. Why do we need to choose
Hindi over our literature-rich Tamil... it will affect
future of our youth.”

Senthil, a police officer who uses only one name,
told AFP that Thangavel had killed himself. “He
wrote the banner against central government,” he

added. Thangavel carried out his protest on
Saturday outside an office in Salem of Tamil Nadu’s
ruling DMK party, of which he was a member. Party
leader MK Stalin - who has criticized the Modi
government’s language policies - offered condo-
lences to Thangavel’s family but urged others to
avoid such extreme protests.

“We must not lose another life,” reports quoted
him as saying, condemning the central government’s
“domineering attitude”. “Let’s continue to fight
against the imposition of Hindi politically, democrat-
ically,” he said. “Don’t let narrow-mindedness spoil
a beautiful country of diversity.” The subject is a
long-running political issue - the then ruling
Congress party sought to make Hindi the official
national language in the 1960s, causing enduring
resentment in southern India. — AFP 
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METTUR:  Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) party carders and relatives prepare to perform the last rites of Thangavel who self-immolated to protest against Hindi language imposition at Thalzhaiyur village at Mettur in
India’s Tamil Nadu state. —AFP

New Delhi attempting to impose nationwide usage of Hindi

Indian man burns himself to 
death in ‘language protest’

Italian rescuers 
hunt for missing 
people 
CASAMICCIOLA TERME: Italian rescuers
were searching for a dozen missing people on
the southern island of Ischia on Sunday after a
landslide killed at least one person, as the gov-
ernment scheduled an emergency meeting. A
wave of mud and debris swept through the small
town of Casamicciola Terme early Saturday
morning, engulfing at least one house and
sweeping cars down to the sea, local media and
emergency services said.  Rescuers had recov-
ered the body of a 31-year-old woman, accord-
ing to Italian news agency AGI, with other local
media reporting that 13 people had been injured
in the incident. About a dozen people were still
unaccounted for by early Saturday evening,
according to Claudio Palomba, prefect of
Naples, of which the island is part. 

But some people who had earlier been
reported missing had since been found safe,
including one family with a newborn baby, he
said. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni tweeted
her sympathy to those affected, saying she had
called an extraordinary cabinet meeting on
Sunday to discuss the disaster. “We are afraid
that there might be other victims, but so far the
current figure is one dead,” Luca Cari, a
spokesman for the fire service, told AFP.

The rescue effort was hampered by rain and
high winds, which also delayed ferries bringing
reinforcements from the mainland. Interior
Minister Matteo Piantedosi had earlier warned
there were people trapped in the mud, saying
it was a “very serious” situation. However, he
denied a statement by his colleague Matteo
Salvini, the deputy prime minister and infra-
structure minister, that eight people had died,
saying this had not been confirmed.

Complex rescue operation 
Heavy rain sent torrents of mud through the

streets of Casamicciola Terme, a settlement on
the north of Ischia, a lush island near Capri that
is thronged with tourists in summer. Trees
were upturned and cars left battered on the
side of the road or in the water, according to
AFP journalists. The fire service said earlier
one house had been overwhelmed by the mud
and two people had been rescued from a car
that had been swept into the sea. In the worst-
affected area of the town, at least 30 families
were trapped in their homes without water or
electricity, with mud and debris blocking the
road, ANSA news agency reported.

Officials said they expected to evacuate and
find temporary homes for between 150 and
200 people by Saturday evening. “The rescue
effort remains complex due to the weather
conditions,” said the department for civil pro-
tection, but it stressed teams would keep
working through the night. —AFP 

China’s zero-COVID 
policy sparks anger 
BEIJING: Hundreds of people took to the streets in
Beijing and Shanghai on Sunday to protest against
China’s zero-COVID policy in a rare outpouring of
public anger against the state. China’s hardline virus
strategy is stoking public frustration, with many
growing weary of snap lockdowns, lengthy quaran-
tines and mass testing campaigns.

A deadly fire on Thursday in Urumqi, the capital
of northwest China’s Xinjiang region, has become a
fresh catalyst for public anger, with many blaming
lengthy COVID lockdowns for hampering rescue
efforts. Authorities deny the claims. Hundreds rallied
at Beijing’s elite Tsinghua University to protest
against lockdowns on Sunday, one witness who
wished to remain anonymous told AFP. “At 11:30 am
students started holding up signs at the entrance of
the canteen, then more and more people joined.
Now there are 200 to 300 people,” they said.

Participants sang the national anthem and “the
Internationale” - a standard of the international
communist movement - and chanted “freedom will
prevail” and “no to lockdowns, we want freedom”,
they said. They described students holding up blank
pieces of paper, a symbolic protest against censor-
ship. And in Shanghai on Sunday afternoon, hun-
dreds of people gathered in the megacity’s down-
town to hold what appeared to be a silent protest,
an eyewitness told AFP, near where a demonstration
had erupted just hours earlier.

Demonstrators holding blank pieces of paper and
white flowers stood silently at several intersections,
the person said under condition of anonymity, before
police officers eventually moved to clear the blocked
roads. Crowds had gathered hours before on nearby
Wulumuqi street - named for Urumqi in Mandarin -
with video showing protesters chanting “Xi Jinping,
step down! CCP, step down!” in a rare display of
public opposition to the Chinese Communist Party’s
top leadership. The video was widely shared on
social media and geolocated by AFP.

A person who attended the Shanghai protests
but who asked not to be identified told AFP the first
rally was in full swing at 2:00 am (1800 GMT), with
one group mourning the 10 people killed in the
Urumqi fire while another group chanted slogans.
Video taken by an eyewitness showed a large
crowd shouting and holding up blank pieces of

paper as they faced several lines of police.
The attendee said there were minor clashes but

that overall the police were “civilized”. “It’s shocking
to know that, under today’s circumstances, there are
still many brave people standing out,” they said.
Multiple witnesses said several people were taken
away by the police. Authorities were swift to curb
online discussion of the protest, with related phrases
scrubbed from the Twitter-like Weibo platform almost
immediately after footage of the rallies emerged.

University vigils 
Other vigils took place overnight at universities

across China, including one at Tsinghua’s neighbor
Peking University, an undergraduate participant
told AFP. Speaking anonymously for fear of reper-
cussions, he said some anti-Covid slogans had been
graffitied on a wall in the university. Some of the
words echoed a banner that was hung over a Beijing
bridge just before the Communist Party Congress in
October. People had started gathering from around
midnight local time, but he hadn’t dared join initially.
“When I arrived ... I think there were at least 100
people there, maybe 200,” the undergraduate said.
“I heard people yelling: ‘No to COVID tests, yes to
freedom!’,” he said.

Photos and videos he showed AFP corroborated

his account. Videos on social media also showed a
mass vigil at Nanjing Institute of Communications,
with people holding lights and white sheets of
paper. Hashtags relating to the protest were cen-
sored on Weibo, and video platforms Duoyin and
Kuaishou were scrubbed of footage. Videos from
Xi’an, Guangzhou and Wuhan showing similar small
protests also spread on social media. AFP was
unable to verify the footage independently.

‘Lift lockdowns!’
China reported 39,506 domestic COVID-19

cases Sunday, a record high but small compared to
caseloads in the West at the height of the pandem-
ic. The protests come against a backdrop of
mounting public frustration over China’s zero-toler-
ance approach to the virus and follow sporadic ral-
lies in other cities. A number of high-profile cases
in which emergency services have been allegedly
slowed down by COVID lockdowns, leading to
deaths, have catalysed public opposition. Hundreds
of people massed outside Urumqi’s government
offices after the deadly fire, chanting: “Lift lock-
downs!”, footage partially verified by AFP shows.
AFP verified the video by geolocating local land-
marks but was unable to specify exactly when the
protests occurred. —AFP 

BEIJING: People queue up to be tested for COVID-19 coronavirus at a swab collection site in Beijing on
November 27, 2022. —AFP 


